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Guiding Nurses in Building & Sustaining A
Meaningful Nursing Career, While Increasing

Their Asset  Value.
 

Nurse leader, entrepreneur, community health nurse, author, & speaker are a few words
to describe Dr. Nicole Thomas, the founder of Nicole Thomas INC an educational firm

dedicated to helping nurses build and sustain a meaningful nursing career while
increasing their asset value (aka increasing how much money they are worth). Dr.
Thomas is also the CEO of Impact Nurse Consulting, a consulting firm that offers

corporate nurse leadership training, organizational quality improvement services, and
case management services. Finally, Dr. Thomas is the co-creator of The Nurse Power
Network, an online platform and offl ine event curation platform helping nurses find,

operate, and dominate in their Nurse POWER (Purpose. Opportunity. Wil lpower,
Empowerment. Resources.)

Total number of monthly
visitors with frequency

12,000
Total number of unique

monthly visitors

10,000
Average number of new

monthly followers

3,500

AWARD-WINNING NURSE.  ENTREPRENEUR.  AUTHOR

Overall reach

Statistics

4,500 followers 4,377 members 32,700 followers



Dr. Nicole's Speaking Topics

The art of building is inevitable regardless of

your profession. All professionals have to build

within their respective profession to become a

thought leader, to become a subject matter

expert, or to become the person to take the

organization to the next level and the same is

true for nurses. In this discussion, Nicole help

nurses build and sustain a meaningful career

while increasing their asset value by providing

step by step action steps and resources.

Tell me how many healthcare facilities you

know operate without a Nurse? Exactly….NONE!

As nurses it is imperative that we

conceptualize the extreme importance and

influence we have on not only the healthcare

profession but the lives of others. This is why

nurse must discover their unique power as a

nurse and then operate and DOMINATE in that

power because no one else can bring that

power but them. In this conversation we

explore tangible and practical methods that

nurses can find, operate, and then dominate in

their role as a nurse.

N u r s e  P o w e r B u i l d  A  N u r s e

Not all nurse leaders know that they are

leaders. Often times they think “I am just the

nurse”! No, you are the nurse who is leading a

plan of care for a patient dying of cancer, you

are the nurse leading a patient to recovery

after almost losing their life after a car

accident, you are the leader. In this discussion,

Nicole help nurses understand the elements

that make a leader, how to develop these

elements in their career, the importance of

professional development as a leader, and how

to be a nurse leader no matter what their role

or title as a nurse is.

N u r s e s  L e a d

Don’t see a top you need?
 Email us at info@nicolethomasinc.com for custom topic 



Brands Dr. Nicole Worked With



Connect With  Nicole For Your Event

www.nicolethomasinc.com

@nicolethomasinc

nicole thomas inc

going beyond the chart

https://www.nicolethomasinc.com/
http://www.instagram.com/nicolethomasinc/
https://www.facebook.com/nicolethomasinc
https://www.facebook.com/groups/goingbeyondthechart

